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Strongly coupled large-angle stimulated Raman scatteringsLA SRSd of a short intense laser pulse
develops in a plane plasma-filled capillary differently than in a plasma with open boundaries.
Coupling the laser pulse to a capillary seeds the LA SRS in the forward directionsscattering angle
smaller thanp /2d and can thus produce a high instability level in the vicinity of the entrance plane.
In addition, oblique mirror reflections off capillary walls partly suppress the lateral convection of
scattered radiation and increase the growth rate of the SRS under arbitrarysnot too smalld angle.
Hence, the saturated convective gain falls with an angle much slower than in an unbounded plasma
and even for the near-forward SRS can be close to that of the direct backscatter. At a large distance,
the LA SRS evolution in the interior of the capillary is dominated by quasi-one-dimensional leaky
modes whose damping is related to the leakage of scattered radiation through the walls. ©2005
American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1862628g

I. INTRODUCTION

The technique of chirped-pulse amplification1 made sub-
picosecond laser pulses of high powersP.1012 Wd avail-
able for generation of coherent x-rays,2 high harmonics of
radiation,3 and laser wakefield accelerationsLWFAd of
electrons4–6 in rarefied plasmasfwherev0@vpe, v0 is a la-
ser frequency,vpe=s4pe2n0/med1/2 is an electron plasma fre-
quency,n0 is a background electron density,me and −ueu are
the electron mass at rest and chargeg. Full potential of these
applications can be realized with the laser-plasma interaction
length increased beyond the Rayleigh diffraction length,zR

=ps0
2/l0, by means of external optical guiding6 shere and

later, l0<2pc/v0 is a laser wavelength ands0 is a laser
beam waist radiusd. One of the guiding options is using a
dielectric capillary,7–9 where the oblique mirror reflections
suppress the laser beam diffraction. Inside a capillary, plasma
can be created by an optical field ionization of the filling
gas10–12or by a laser ablation of the walls.13 Then, the large-
angle stimulated Raman scatteringsLA SRSd starts to chal-
lenge transportation of a laser beam over a long distance.14,15

In the standard SRS process,16 the pump electromagnetic
wave sEMWd is scattered off spontaneous fluctuations of
electron density, which, in turn, can be amplified by the pon-
deromotive beat wave of pump and scattered light. Appropri-
ate phase matching of the waves results in a positive feed-
back loop with the onset of a spatiotemporal instability.17

When the plasma extent is much larger than a laser pulse
length and no reflections off plasma boundaries occur, both
scattering electron plasma wavessEPWd and scattered EMW
quit the region of amplification, and the convective gain

saturates within a time interval of the order of pulse
duration.18–21Given the pulse length, the maximum possible
gain remains the same forall scattering angles, and whether
it is achieved or not for a given angle is determined by the
laser pulse aspect ratio only.18–21Convection of scattered ra-
diation out of the laser waist may result in a strong pulse
depletion.22 Even when the full depletion does not occur, the
LA SRS can produce considerable pulse erosion,23 suppres-
sion of the relativistic self-focusing,24 heating and preaccel-
eration of plasma electrons,25 and seeding the forward
SRS.26,27 Thereby, knowing the details of the LA SRS evo-
lution in various physical conditions is a matter of high im-
portance for applications.

Confining plasma by reflecting surfaces deeply modifies
the SRS process. In the one-dimensionals1Dd geometry, the
Raman backscatter changes its nature from convective to
absolute:28 reflections trap the unstable radiation modes in-
side plasma and give rise to the continuous amplification.
When the laser beam is confined between the mirror-
reflecting partly transparent walls and propagates collinearly
to them, reflections reduce the sideward convection of scat-
tered light. If the reflective modes dominate in plasma, the
LA SRS gain tends to that of the direct backscatter and thus
reveals a dramatic increase in comparison with the open-
boundary system.14 The LA SRS in this geometry has been
considered so far in the regime of weak coupling,14 when the
scattering EPW is similar to the plasma natural mode17 and
temporal growth rate is well below the electron plasma fre-
quency. This regime requires fairly low amplitude of a laser
pulse, i.e.,a0!Îvpe/v0!1 fa0=eE0/ smev0cd is a normal-
ized amplitude of the laser electric fieldg. However, for the
efficient LWFA,4–6 the plasma density has to be reduced in
order to increase theg factor of the laser wakefield,gg

=v0/vpe, and, hence, the electron energy gain. With 1/gg
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,a0
2,1, the LA SRS becomes strongly coupled: its tempo-

ral growth rate exceedsvpe and the scattering EPW differs
from the natural mode of plasma oscillations.18,21,26,29,30In a
plasma-filled capillary, the strongly coupled LA SRS ac-
quires new specific features: in a wide range of parameters
relevant to the self-modulated LWFA,5 our particle-in-cell
sPICd simulationsfusing the code WAKEsRef. 31dg discov-
ered a vast enhancement of the near-forward SRS in the im-
mediate vicinity of the capillary entrance aperture. The un-
stable plasma modes were primarily transverse and therefore
useless for the longitudinal electron acceleration. For the
same range of parameters, this effect has never been signifi-
cant in an open-boundary plasma. Independent fluid
modeling32 verified these observations.

Making a step to understanding this phenomenon we
propose a two-dimensionals2Dd linear theory of strongly
coupled SRS of a short laser pulse under a given anglea in
a slab of rarefied plasma laterally confined between the
mirror-reflecting partly transparent flat wallssflat capillaryd.
Boundary conditions for the scattered radiation describe the
oblique mirror reflections and the electromagneticsEMd seed
at the entrance plane. We associate the latter with the signal
formed of the high-order capillary eigenmodes produced by
the laser beam coupling to the capillarysthe coupling process
is described elsewhere8,11 and outlined in Appendix Ad. The
forward sa,p /2d and backwardsa.p /2d SRS proceed
differently. Forward Raman amplification of the EM seed
can be dominant within a finite distance from the entrance
plane and be responsible for the instability enhancement ob-
served in the modeling. On the other hand, the backward
SRS is affected by the reflections only. As the LA SRS of a
finite-length laser pulse preserves the convective nature
sbackward and, partly, sideward convection of radiation is
allowedd, the gain saturation occurs within a finite distance
from the entrance plane. Reflections give the unstable modes
additional rise time in any transverse cross section of a
plasma, and, even for relatively small scattering anglesssuch
as a=p /6 taken for numerical examples of this paperd, the
saturated convective gain can approach that of the backward
SRSsBSRSd. The field structure is then approximated by a
quasi-1D lossy mode whose damping is produced by the
leakage of radiation through the walls.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a
theoretical model for the strongly coupled LA SRS in a 2D
slab geometry. The laser pulse entrance into a plasma and
oblique mirror reflections of scattered light are expressed in
terms of appropriate boundary-value conditions for the
coupled-mode equations. General solution of the boundary-
value problem is presentedsderivation is given in Appendix
Bd. Section III discusses the spatiotemporal evolution of in-
stability. The case of fully transparent lateral boundaries is
considered in Sec. III A. Enhancement of the LA SRS in the
generic reflective case is considered, and the maximum gain
factors are evaluated in terms of appropriate asymptotic so-
lutions in Sec. III B. Section IV summarizes the results.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS AND SOLUTION
OF BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM

In a 2D plasma slab between the mirror-reflecting walls,
the high-frequencyshfd electric field of the laser pulse and
up- and down-going scattered EMW form a superposition

asr ,td =
e−iv0t

2 Ha0sr ,tdeik0z + o
s=±

asssr ,tdeiskss,r dJ + c . c . ,

s1d

where r =sx,zd is a radius vector in a plane geometry. The
normalized amplitudesa0 and as±=eEs± / smev0cd suas±u
! ua0u ,1d refer to the linearly polarized electric field of
pump and scattered radiation. The polarization vectorep and
laser wave vectork0=ezk0 are parallel to the slab boundaries,
and scattering under an anglea occurs in the plane orthogo-
nal to ep. In the rarefied plasma, bothk0 and ks± obey the
same dispersion relationv0

2=vpe
2 +c2k0ss±d

2 <c2k0ss±d
2 , hence,

uks±u;ks=k0, ks±z;ksz=k0cosa , ±ks±x;ksx=k0sina, and
the amplitudesa0ss±d vary slowly in time and space on the
scalesv0

−1, ksz
−1, andksx

−1. Ions form a homogeneous positive
background; this assumption holds for a laser pulse shorter
than an ion plasma period,t0!2pvpi

−1. The beat wave of
incident and scattered radiation excites perturbations of elec-
tron density,

ne − n0

n0
= o

s=±
Ns

* sr ,tdeiskes,r d + c . c . , s2d

whose wave vectors obey the matching conditionske±=k0

−ks±; hence, uke±u;ke=2k0sinsa /2d , ke±z;kez=k0s1
−cosad ,ke±x= 7k0sina. Wave vector diagram of the LA
SRS is shown in Fig. 1. The longitudinal component of phase
velocity of the scattering EPW is small if compared with the
speed of light, i.e.,kez.kp;vpe/c. This restriction elimi-
nates the near-forward Raman scattering26,33 and resonant
modulational instabilitysRMId.34 In the rarefied plasma, the
amplitudesN± vary slowly in space on the scaleskez

−1, kex
−1.

The amplitudes of up- and down-going scattered EMW
and scattering EPW obey the coupled-mode equations de-

FIG. 1. Wave vector diagram of the LA SRS, “+”s“−” d stands for the
up-sdown-dgoing interaction.
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rived from the equations of nonrelativistic hydrodynamics of
cold electron fluid in the hf fields1d and the Maxwell equa-
tions for scattered radiation,

iS ]

]j
+ Vz

]

]z
± Vx

]

]x
Das± = g1N±, s3ad

− S ]2

]j2 + kp
2DN± = g2as±, s3bd

where Vz=cosa / s1−cosad , Vx=sina / s1−cosad , g1

=sa0/2dskp
2/kezd, and g2=a0

*ske/2d2. The wave coupling pa-
rameter isG3;g1g2=sa0/2d2kp

2k0 sstrong coupling is the
case forG@kpd. Equationss3d are expressed through the
variablesx, z, andj=ct−z, that is, the temporal evolution of
waves is traced in anx-y cross section at a longitudinal po-
sition z.

Figure 2 shows the interaction area. Atz=0, t=0, the
laser pulse enters a semi-infinite plasma-filled gap between
flat mirror-reflecting wallszù0, 0øxøLx and propagates
towards positivez. The pulse leading front,j=0, encounters
the stationary level of electron density perturbations with a
constant amplitudeN0,

N±sx,z,0d = N0, s4ad

]N±/]jsx,z,0d = 0, s4bd

fluctuations of radiation in fresh plasma being neglected,

as±sx,z,0d ; 0. s5d

At the capillary entrance plane, the transverse profile of ra-
diation can have a significant content of the high-order cap-
illary eigenmodesscoupling the incident laser beam to the
capillary is discussed elsewhere8,11 and is outlined in Appen-
dix Ad. The resonant condition for the wave vectors selects
the modes that can be amplified by the forward SRSsa
,p /2d thus leading to the formation of an EM seed signal.
To facilitate the forthcoming analytic job, we give this signal
in a simple parabolic form with an amplitude vanishing at
the walls in order to provide the continuity of the solution in
the interior of the capillary,

as±sx,z= − 0,jd = as0f1 − s1 − 2x/Lxd2g. s6d

Inside the capillary, oblique mirror reflections couple up- and
down-going EMW: each reflection converts an up-going
wave into a down-going one and vice versa,

as+s0,z,jd = rsadas−s0,z,jd, s7ad

as−sLx,z,jd = rsadas+sLx,z,jd. s7bd

The conditionss7d set up a quasi-1D exponential behavior of
waves at largez. The reflectivity coefficient is a known func-
tion of scattering angle, rsad= usina−fsdw/dpld2

−cos2ag1/2u / hsina+fsdw/dpld2−cos2ag1/2j, wheredw and dpl

are the refraction indexes of walls and plasma. Figure 3
showsrsad for a glass capillary withdw<1.5 anddpl<1.

The temporal increment of strongly coupled LA SRS
exceeds the electron plasma frequency. Hence, we neglect
kp

2N± in comparison with]2N± /]j2 in the left-hand side
sLHSd of Eq. s3bd. With the allowance for not very tight
capillary, the pump field envelopea0sx,jd represents a por-
tion of laser radiation coupled to the capillary which experi-
ences mostly paraxial propagation,k' /k0!Îvpe/v0. Assum-
ing that the pump field evolution at a given pointsx,zd takes
much longer than the SRS growthszR/c@ t0d, and in order to
enable the analytic progress, we approximatea0sx,jd with a
fixed flat profile at any positionz in a capillary of the width
Lx, a0sx,jd=a0HsxdHsLx−xdHsjdHsct0−jd, using the effec-
tive pulse durationt0 and amplitudea0. Here and below,
Hsyd is the Heaviside step function. Solution of the
boundary-value problem,

as+sR;rd =
g1N0

3i
o
j=1

3
ecjj

cj
f1 − F1DsR;r,cjd − F2DsR;r,cjdg

− as0
ÎpFsR;rd0F̃2s;1,1/2;izd s8ad

FIG. 2. Geometry of a laser pulse propagation in a laterally confined
plasma. Laser pulse enters plasma atz=0 and t=0, and moves towards
positivez. Boundary conditions are posed at the plasma boundaryz=0, the
pulse leading frontz=ct, and the wallsx=0 andx=Lx. Rear edge of the
pulsez=cst− t0d is a free boundary through which the waves quit the region
of amplification. The boundary-value problem is solved in the areacst− t0d
,z,ct, 0,x,Lx.

FIG. 3. Coefficient of reflection vs scattering angle for a glass wall with an
index of refractiondw=1.5 sthe refraction index of plasma is taken equal to
unityd.
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N+sR;rd =
N0

3 o
j=1

3

ecjjf1 − F1DsR;r,cjd − F2DsR;r,cjdg

+ as0sÎp/4dg2FsR;rdsj − z/Vzd2
0F̃2s;2,3/2;izd

s8bd

is then obtained via the 2D Laplace transform; here,R
=sr ,jd , cj

3= iG3, z=sG3/4dsj -z/Vzd2z/Vz, 0F̃2s;b1,b2; izd is
the regularized generalized hypergeometric function,35

F1D = FsScj,
z

Vz
,jDHHsVzx − Vxzd + o

n=1

`

rn

3fHsVxz− Vzxn−1d − HsVxz− VzxndgJ , s9ad

F2D = s1 − rdo
n=0

`

rnFsScj,
xn

Vx
,jDHsVxz− Vzxnd, s9bd

F =HsVzx − VxzdsVzx − Vxz− VzLxd
sVzLx/2d2 HsVzx − Vxzd

+ o
n=1

`

rnsVzxn−1 − VxzdsVzxn − Vxzd
sVzLx/2d2 fHsVxz− Vzxn−1d

− HsVxz− VzxndgJHSj −
z

Vz
D , s9cd

where xn=x+nLx and the fundamental solutionFssm ,n ,jd
sRef. 21d is defined by Eq.sB6d. The up- and down-going
amplitudes are symmetric,as−sxd=as+sLx−xd , N−sxd=N+sLx

−xd, so we consider below the evolution up-going waves
only. Our solution possesses the same generic structure as the
weakly coupled reflective solution discussed in detail in Ref.
14. However, contrary to the case of semi-infinite laser pulse
of Ref. 14, the growth time of unstable waves is now limited
by the pulse durationt0, and, as shown in Sec. III B, the gain
at a given pointsx,zd remains finite and is given by either
Eq. s15d or Eq. s16d.

III. SPATIO-TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF UNSTABLE
WAVES

A. Evolution of instability in open-boundary system

When the lateral boundaries are fully transparent,r =0,
the EM seed at the entrance plane vanishessas0=0d, and the
instability grows from the electron density noise in a fresh
plasma ahead of the pulse. The functionss9d then read

F1DsR;r,cjd = Fsscj,z/Vz,jdHsVzx − Vxzd,

F2DsR;r,cjd = Fsscj,x/Vx,jdHsVxz− Vzxd.

Plasma is divided by the characteristicsj=z/Vz, x
=zsVx/Vzd , j=x/Vx, into ranges of dependence, where the
solution is prescribed by the boundary conditions for radia-
tion posed at the pulse leading edgej=0 srange Id,

Hj , x/Vx

j , z/Vz
J ⇒ F1D ; 0, F2D ; 0 s10d

at the wallx=0 srange IId,

Hx , zsVx/Vzd
j . x/Vx

J ⇒ F1D ; 0, F2D ò 0 s11d

or at the entrance planez=−0 srange IIId,

Hx . zsVx/Vzd
j . z/Vz

J ⇒ F1D ò 0, F2D ; 0. s12d

The principal feature that makes the LA SRS of a short
pulse21 different from the case of semi-infinite laser beam19

is the gain saturation within a finite distance from the en-
trance plane. At some point,zsat, +`, the scattered radiation
arriving from the plasma boundaryz=−0 drops behind the
laser pulse, and in all the pointsz.zsat neither part of the
pulse belongs to the range III. Then, the evolution of waves
and the gain do not alter withz. The gain saturates differently
for the “forward” sa,p /2d and “backward”sa.p /2d scat-
tering.

Whena,p /2, and the distance from the entrance plane
is not too large, i.e.,z,minhVzct0,LxsVz/Vxdj, all three areas
s10d–s12d are available in the pulse bodysthat is, within a
rectangle 0øjøct0, 0øxøLxd. Given the point sx,zd,
waves fall initially within a range I, where they grow in time
exponentially with an angle-independent increment

g0 = sÎ3c/2dG < sÎ3/2dÎ3 sa0/2d2v0vpe
2 . s13d

Note thatk=g0/c is the known “spatial” increment of the
strongly coupled BSRS in the comoving frame.6,18,20,21,26,30

The evolution of waves is strictly 1D in space on this stage.
Later, information from the boundariesx=0 and z=−0
reaches the pointsx,zd, and the spatial dependence becomes
either 2D forj.x/Vx, x,zsVx/Vzd srange IId or remains 1D
for j.z/Vz, x.zsVx/Vzd srange IIId. The waves are not ex-
ponentially growing at this time. In the range III, the en-
trance effect dominates: vanishing the scattered EMW at the
boundaryz=−0 determines the behavior of 1D amplitudes.
Deeply enough in plasma,zùminhVzct0,LxsVz/Vxdj, the en-
trance effect vanishes as the pulse terminates sooner than the
scattered EMW from the entrance plane can reach the ob-
server at givenz. The pulse body is then divided between the
ranges I and II, and the evolution of LA SRS is the same
through the rest of the plasma.

For a.p /2, the boundary-value condition posed for ra-
diation atz=−0 can only produce the scattered EMW con-
vecting outwardssthe EMW characteristicj=z/Vz recasts in
the lab frame variables asz=−ctucosau and corresponds to
the wave propagating towards negativezd. Thus, the entrance
effect does not change the solution at a positivez, and the
boundary-value conditions6d becomes excessivesthis is also
valid in the reflective cased. The spatiotemporal evolution of
the LA SRS remains the same at anyzù0.

Given the pulse duration, the maximum of the saturated
gain,as+, N+,eg0t0, does not depend on the scattering angle,
and whether it is achieved or not is determined solely by the
pulse aspect ratio.21 If the pulse is wide, or the scattering
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angle is sufficiently large,a.a0=2 arctansct0/Lxd, the
maximum gain is achieved at the pulse rear edgej=ct0 for
ct0cotsa /2d,x,Lx. Hence, the angular spectrum of scat-
tered light is prescribed by the pulse aspect ratio rather than
the angular dependence of the increment. ForLx@ct0, scat-
tering within a broad range of angles 2ct0/Lx,aøp pro-
ceeds with the maximum gain. Otherwise, forLx!ct0, the
highest gain corresponds to the near-backward scattering
only, p−Lx/ sct0d,aøp sRef. 21d. To estimate the pulse
energy depletion due to the LA SRS, it is sufficient to neglect
the radiation scattered under angles smaller thana0 sRef.
36d.

B. LA SRS evolution in the reflective case

In a capillary, the oblique mirror reflections of scattered
light off the wallsfthe boundary conditions7dg contribute to
the LA SRS evolution over the whole laser path in plasma,
but become actually dominating later, when the entrance ef-
fect vanishessz.Vzct0d. The reflections establish a long-
distance asymptotic state of the LA SRS—amplification of a
quasi-1D radiation and plasma modes with a temporal incre-
ment close to that of the direct backscatters13d. Besides, the
forward SRS is seeded by the EM signalas+sx,−0,jd at the
capillary entrance planefthe boundary conditions6dg. If the
signal amplitudeas0 exceeds the amplitude of the electron
density noiseN0, the unstable waves will achieve a large
amplitudesby virtue of the high seed leveld at the transient
stage of laser propagation, 0,z,Vzct0. In this case, con-
trary to the SRS in the unbounded plasmas described in the
preceding section, the near-forward SRS exhibits a much
higher level of amplification than the backward SRSsa
.p /2d, and its contribution to the dynamics of electron den-
sity perturbations can be dominating. Nonlinearities of
plasma response that can then appear are worth investigating
and will be addressed in future publications.

The asymptotic0F̃2s;b1,b2; izd,s2pÎ3d−1sizds1−b1−b2d/3

3e3Î3iz+Os1/Î3 izd at uzu→` sRef. 35d helps to evaluate the
level of the EM seed amplification on the interval 0,z
,Vzct0,

uas+sz, Vzct0du , as0

F
2Î3p

e3Î3z1/3/2

z1/6 , s14d

where z@1. Then, uN+sz,Vzct0du,sVz/g1dsz1/3/zduas+u. At
the pulse trailing edge,j0=ct0, the argument of the
asymptotic reaches the maximumzmax=sGct0/3d3 at zmax

=Vzct0/3. At this point, the scattered EPW reaches the am-
plitude

uN+sj0,zmaxdu , as0
G

g1

Î4 3F
Î8p

eg0t0

Îg0t0
, s15d

and uas+sj0,zmaxdu,sg1/GduN+sj0,zmaxdu. Equation s15d
shows that the maximum gain on the transient stage is deter-
mined by the 1D temporal increments13d independent ona
sthe angular dependence is retained in the preexponential
factors onlyd. For the minimally allowed scattering angle,
amin=Î2vpe/v0 shence,Vz<v0/vped, the point of the maxi-
mal gain iszmaxsamind<sv0/vpedsct0/3d@ct0. Parameters of

the following numerical examplesFig. 4d give zmaxsamind
<3 mm, which is shorter than a typical capillary length used
in experimentssù1 cmd.8–13,15

For z.zmax the entrance effect becomes less pronounced
and finally vanishes at the pointz=Vzct0=3zmax, where the
EM signal arriving fromz=−0 drops behind the laser pulse
and the instability growth saturates. Evolution of both for-
ward and backward scattering is then determined by the lat-
eral reflections only and, given the scattering angle, remains
the same in anyx-y cross section forzùVzct0. We show in
Appendix C that atzùVzct0 and g0t0.1, a cumbersome
exact solutions8d admits a simple asymptotic evaluation in
the form of quasi-1D damped mode with a temporal growth
rate close tos13d,

N+sx,jd , sN0/3dfs1 − rd/ln rges0j−sx/Lxdln r , s16d

and as+sx,jd is given by Eq. sC2d. Here, s0=sg0

−Dgd /c, Dg /c<−Vxln r / s3Lxd. Equationss16d andsC2d are
valid under the “low leakage” condition, r .exp
s−3GLx/Vxd, which indicates that the scattered light is
mostly trapped inside a plasma slab: the energy leakage
through the wall at one reflectionsthat produces an effective
decrementDg!g0d is less than the energy gain on the way
between the walls. The lateral growth of the asymptotics16d
is much slower than the growth withj. Asymptotic solution
s16d displays the basic result of the reflective theory of the
LA SRS: at large distances from the entrance plane and large
coefficients of amplification, the amplitudes of unstable
waves tend to quasi-1D leaky modes exponentially growing
in time with the increment tending to that of the BSRSs13d.

FIG. 4. Spatiotemporal evolution of the up-going EPW in the field of trans-
versely limited laser pulse of finite duration; the pulse aspect ratio is
ct0/Lx=0.5. The scattering angle isa=p /6. Temporal evolution of the am-
plitudes is traced at the longitudinal positionssad z=Vzct0/3<2.2ct0, and
scd, sdd z=Vxct0<6.5ct0. The left column shows the SRS evolution inside
the glass capillarysr =0.42d with the EM seed amplitude at the entrance
plane as0=0.4310−5. Plot sbd shows the saturated solution for an open-
boundary plasma,r =as0=0, for z. sVz/Vxdct0<3.4ct0. In the plot sdd, the
long-term asymptotics16d of the reflective problemsdashed lined is com-
pared with the exact solutionssolid lined and with nonreflectivesdotted lined
and BSRSsdash-dotted lined solutions at the pointz=Vzct0, x=Lx/4.
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Comparison of Eqs.s15d and s16d shows that the maxi-
mum amplitude of the scattering EPW on the transient stage,
z,Vzct0, differs from the final asymptotic level of density
perturbations roughly by a factor of sG/g1d
3sg0t0d−1/2sas0/N0d. When this factor is larger than unity,
and uN+szùVzct0,x,ct0du,1, the plasma response can be-
come nonlinear in the vicinity ofz=Vzct0/3. This could be
avoided by keeping the ratio of the seed amplitudesas0/N0

below sg1/Gdsg0t0d1/2. The amplitude of the electron density
noise is difficult to control in experiment; however, as shown
in Appendix A, the content of the high-order eigenmodes in
the laser radiation coupled to the capillarysand, hence, the
amplitudeas0 of the EM seed signald can be effectively re-
duced by increasing the capillary radius versus the radius of
the incident laser beam.

Figure 4 shows the spatiotemporal evolution of an up-
going EPWfEq. s8bdg for the SRS under the anglea=p /6.
The laser and plasma parameters area0=0.7, l0

=0.5 mm, ct0=0.5Lx=6kp
−1, vpe/v0=0.007, which given0

<2.231017 cm−3, the pulse durationt0<230 fs, and the
maximum incrementg0<2.25vpe. The level of EM seed is
chosen asas0<0.58310−5a0 saccording to Appendix A, it
corresponds to a capillary by a factor of 2 wider than in the
case of perfect matching; by the definition, in axisymmetric
geometry, the perfect matching condition provides coupling
98% of energy of an incident Gaussian laser pulse to the
fundamental eigenmode EH11 of a capillary8d. The level of
the plasma noise evaluated in Appendix A isN0<1.5
310−6. The plotssad and scd correspond to the plasma con-
fined in a glass capillary with the reflection coefficientr
=0.42 ssee Fig. 3d, and sbd corresponds to the unbound
plasma sr =0 and as0=0d; plot sdd shows the long-term
asymptotic behavior of the reflective solution. The plasma
cross sections are set atsad z=Vzct0/3<2.2ct0, and scd, sdd
z=Vzct0<6.5ct0. Given the calculation parameters, the non-
reflective solution saturates atz=LxsVz/Vxd<3.4ct0 and is
exactly the same in any plasma cross sectionx-y beyond that
point. Figure 4sbd shows this solution. The ranges of influ-
ence of boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 5. In range I
fsee Eq.s10dg, the electron density noise fromj=0 is ampli-
fied and the waves do not experience reflections. In range IIa
the instability is seeded by the free-plasma noise, and yet is
enhanced by the reflections; the Raman amplified signal ar-
riving from the entrance plane is added to these waves in
range IIb The EM seed from the entrance planez=−0 is
amplified by the forward SRS in range III.

In a capillary, the forward SRS is considerably enhanced
at z,Vzct0 sroughly by a factor of 70 in amplituded versus
the case of unbound plasmafcompare Figs. 4sad and 4sbdg.
Despite the EM seed amplified in range IIb is nonexponen-
tially growing, the high ratio of seed amplitudes,as0/N0

<2.7@ sg1/Gdsg0t0d1/2<0.026, makes the entrance effect
rather pronouncedfFig. 4sadg. For N0<1.5310−6 and F
,1, Eq. s15d gives log10uN+sj0,zmaxd /N0u<7.15, which
agrees with Fig. 4sad. Hence, parameters of the numerical
example lay at the border of validity of the linear approach,
and increase inas0 will result in the nonlinearity of the
plasma response on the transient stagefe.g., perfect matching
gives a0s<0.012a0, hence, according to Eq.s15d,

uN+sj0,zmaxdu,106; this burst of the forward SRS has been
the regular feature in our numerical experiments and in the
fluid simulations32g. On the other hand, reducingas0 to the
level 7310−8a0 swhich in the axisymmetric case would cor-
respond to a capillary tube by a factor 2.5 wider than in the
case of perfect matching, see Appendix Ad will make the
forward Raman amplification of the EM seed almost negli-
gible and thus tolerable on the transient stage.

Figure 4scd shows a quasi-1D saturated solutionfcom-
pare with Fig. 4sbdg thus shaped by the contribution from two
reflectionsfaccording to Fig. 5sbdg, which, in full agreement
with the long-scale asymptotics16d, demonstrates the growth
rate close to that of BSRS. Difference between Figs. 4sad and
4scd shows that, under the parameters of our example, the
forward scatteringsa,p /2d is characterized atz,Vzct0 by
a much higher gain than the SRS in the backward direction
sa.p /2d. This situation is completely reverse of the SRS in
an unbounded plasma, where the gain can only fall as an
angle drops.18 So, the higher the EM seed level produced by
the laser beam couplingsthat is, the tighter the capillary in a
numerical or real-scale experimentd, the more important be-
comes the forward SRS. In such case, a high amplification
level of waves may be observed within quite a long distance
in plasma,z,Vzsamindct0<sv0/vpedct0 fsee also the discus-
sion following Eq.s15dg. This effect is adverse for such ap-
plications as the self-modulated LWFA in capillaries.15 The
way of reducing the excessive forward SRS enhancement
can be found in using a wider capillarysthe laser focal spot
fixedd than the perfect matching requires.

Figure 4sdd traces the temporal evolution of the up-going
EPW at x=Lx/4 snear the capillary walld. The asymptotic
s16d perfectly approximatessand, for applications, can be
used instead ofd the exact reflective solutions8bd. The dash-
dotted and dotted lines in Fig. 4sdd correspond to the BSRS

FIG. 5. Ranges of dependence for the SRS under the anglea=p /6 in the
cross sections atsad z=Vzct0/3<2.2ct0 and sbd z=Vxct0<6.5ct0. The thick
solid line x=zsVx/Vzd divides the principal ranges prescribed by the nonre-
flective theory. The dashed lines are the characteristics of reflected waves,
x+nLx=zsVx/Vzd , j=z/Vz, andj sx+nLxd /Vx. One reflection contributes to
the scattering process in the range II in the casesad and two reflections in the
casesbd. Raman amplification of the EM signal given at the boundaryz=
−0 contributes to the solution in the subrange IIb and range III.
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solution uN+sjdu<sN0/3dexpsg0j /cd and the exact nonreflec-
tive solution, respectively, providing the upper and lower
limits of the convective gain variation. In this example, only
in the vicinity of the borderx=0 the coefficients of amplifi-
cation in the reflective and nonreflective cases are consider-
ably different fcompare Figs. 4sbd and 4scdg. Contribution
from the reflections increases the wave amplitude atx
=Lx/4 by roughly an order of magnitudescompare solid and
dotted lines atkpj<6d. For the parameters chosen, the scat-
tering EPW remains linear in the convective saturated regime
sz.Vzct0d: the plasma noise level,N0<1.5310−6, substi-
tuted into Eq.s16d, gives uN+u&0.2 throughout the whole
time interval 0, t, t0.

In the limit r →1 the total suppression of the lateral con-
vection occurs. The up- and down-going amplitudess8d be-
come purely one dimensional forz.Vzct0 and completely
identical. These amplitudes grow in time exponentially with
the BSRS increments13d.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a 2D nonstationary linear theory of
strongly coupled LA SRS of a short laser pulse in a flat
plasma slab confined between mirror-reflecting wallssflat
capillaryd. In a capillary, the lateral convection of scattered
light is partly suppressed by the oblique reflections, and the
instability experiences an enhancement. Additional enhance-
ment of the SRS in forward directionsa.p /2d is produced
by the amplification of the electromagnetic seed signal that is
formed of the high-order capillary eigenmodes at the en-
trance planesformation of the signal is a consequence of the
laser beam coupling to the capillaryd. The convective nature
of LA SRS does not change. The asymptotic behavior of the
waves demonstrates the transition from the set of 2D modes
to the dominant quasi-1D damped mode. Even for near-
forward scattering the convective gain of the dominant
quasi-1D mode may be close to the BSRS gain.
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APPENDIX A: SEED SOURCES FOR LA SRS

The LA SRS under arbitrary angle in strongly rarefied
plasmassvpe!v0d is seeded by spontaneous electron density
fluctuations ahead of the pulse. A root-mean-squaresrmsd
amplitude of these fluctuations is represented in the equa-
tions by the quantityN0, which gives the amount of seed
corresponding to the element of solid angledVke

in the di-
rection of the wave vectorke of scattering EPW, and can be
expressed as N0

2sked=dVke
ene

3Dk2dk<ne
3Dskedke

2DkedVke
,

where ne
3Dsked is a spectral density of electron fluctuations

integrated over frequencies.37 The integral is taken over the
area of maximal spectral density of scattering EPWfk<ke,

the amplification bandwidthcDke<4Îg0/ t0 is estimated at
g0t0@1 with taking account of the gain narrowingsRef.
36dg. Using the ratio of the phase volumesudke/dksu
=2 sin2sa /2d sRef. 38d, we express the seed amplitude
through the element of solid angledVks

, in the direction of
detector,N0

2<s8/cdne
3Dskedk0

2Îg0/ t0sin2sa /2ddVks
. Our theo-

retical formalism based on the assumption of quasiplane in-
teracting waves requires small variation of the scattered
wave amplitude across the directionks in the transversely
limited area, 0øxøLx, which gives an estimate of the an-
gular spreadDa<cosa / sLxk0d. The element of solid angle
then evaluated asDVks

<2psinaDa=psin 2a / sLxk0d gives

uN0u < F 8p

n0l0
3

1 + skerDed2

2 + skerDed2

sg0t0d1/2

sv0t0d3/2

sin2sa/2dsin 2a

k0Lx
G1/2

,

sA1d

where the spectral density of low-frequency electron fluctua-
tionsne

3Dsked is evaluated using formulas11.2.6.6d of Ref. 37.
Parameters of Fig. 4 andkerDe!1 give uN0u<1.5310−6.

For the strongly coupled SRS in the forward direction
sa,p /2d, coupling the laser beam to a capillary creates an
additional source of instability. The radial profile of an inci-
dent beam with the wings cut off by the edges of the entrance
aperture is approximated with an expansion through an infi-
nite number of radial eigenmodesshaving the same fre-
quencyv0d.7,8 The high-order eigenmodesscharacterized by
the frequencyvs=v0 and high transverse wave numbers,
kn',ksx, where the integern is the mode orderd form the
seed signal that is further amplified in plasma by the SRSfin
the model form, the transverse profile of this signal is given
by Eq. s6dg. It should be emphasized that these modes pro-
vide no seed for the weakly coupled SRSfincluding near-
forward SRS and RMIsRef. 34d that correspond to small
scattering angles,a!Îvpe/v0g, as this process requires the
frequency matchingvs<v0−vpe between the seed and the
pump.

Exact functional form of the capillary eigenmodes de-
pends on the geometry chosen. Despite the LA SRS in a flat
capillary is considered in the paper, we suppose that an esti-
mate of the EM seed level will be more useful for applica-
tions if inferred from the axisymmetric theory of the laser
beam propagation in a dielectric tube.7,8 The theory repre-
sents an electric field profile at the entrance aperture of the
radiusr0 as an infinite sumãsrd=a0on=1

+` CnJ0skn'rd sRef. 11d,
where Cn=2fr0J1sundg−2e0

r0asrdJ0sunr / r0dr dr is the overlap
integral of the hybrid capillary eigenmode EH1n with the
incident laser profileasrd=exps−r2/s0

2d sFig. 6d. Here,un is
the nth zero of the zero-order Bessel function of the first
kind, J0sund=0; for k0r0@1 and n@1, kn'r0<un<sn
+1/2dp. Figure 6 shows that about 98% of laser energy is
coupled to the fundamental mode fors0=0.645r0 sthe per-
fect matching conditiond; however, the overlap integral de-
cays very slowly asn grows hthe analytic fit,Cn,Fn=exp
f−sn+50d0.3g, is almost exact forn.10j. When the ratio
s0/ r0 drops, the larger number of lower-order eigenmodes is
effectively excitedsup to 5 fors0=0.258r0d, but contribution
from the higher-order modes into the radiation profile at
z=−0 drops sharplyse.g., analytic fit Cn<3310−6Fn, n
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.10, holds fors0=0.258r0d. Therefore, choosing wider cap-
illary is the way of reducing the effect of laser coupling on
the forward strongly coupled SRS.

The numerical example of Sec. III B shows how the SRS
under the anglea=p /6 develops in the capillary with an EM
seed amplitude characteristic of the axisymmetric capillary
tube by a factor of 2 wider than in the case of perfect match-
ing. For the parameters of Fig. 4, with the valueLx/2
<860k0

−1 assigned tor0, equalizing the effective radial wave
number kn'<np / r0 to the resonant wave numberks'

=k0sina gives the resonant mode ordern* <sk0r0/pdsina
<136 corresponding toC136<0.58310−5 under the condi-
tion s0=0.3225r0 sanalytic fit Cn<0.7310−3Fn was used;
see also Fig. 6d. One can expect that several modes withn
<n* can contribute to the effective amplitudeas0 of the seed
signal. The difference in the mode numbersDn=n* −n
causes the angular spreadDa around the given scattering
angle; this spread should not exceed the admissible value
established above,Da,cosa / sLxk0d<cosa / s2r0k0d. For
uDau!a and uDnu!n* , one has Dn<sk0r0/pdcosaDa
,cos2a / s2pd,1, so that only one capillary mode withn
=n* can contribute to the scattering under the given angle.
Therefore, the seed amplitude used for the numerical dem-
onstration of Fig. 4sad is evaluated asas0<C136a0<0.4
310−5.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE EXACT
REFLECTIVE SOLUTION

On omittingkp
2 in the LHS of Eq.s3bd, the Laplace trans-

form sLTd of Eqs. s3d with respect toj sLT variable sd and
with respect toz sLT variable pd gives the set of ordinary
differential equations sODEd for the Laplace images
a%s±sx,p,s; rd,

S ]

]x
7 VDa%s± = ± Ksxd, sB1d

where V=sVz/VxdsGs−pd , Gs=siG3/s2−sd /Vz, Ksxd
=K1/ sspd

+sK2/sdf1−s2x/Lx−1d2g , K1=g1N0/ siVxd, and K2

=sVz/Vxdas0. The boundary conditions area%s+s0,p,sd
=ra%s−s0,p,sd anda%s−sLx,p,sd=ra%s+sLx,p,sd. EquationssB1d
admit the solution

a%s+sx,p,s;rd = − SK1

p
+ K2DF1 −

s1 − rdeVx

1 − reVLx
G 1

sV

+
K2

sLx/2d2H1 +FVSLx

2
− xD − 1G2J 1

sV3

−
K2

sLx/2d2

eVx

1 − reVLx
H1 +SV

Lx

2
− 1D2

− rF1 +SV
Lx

2
+ 1D2GJ 1

sV3 , sB2d

where xn;x+nLx. Lateral symmetry givesa%s−sxd=a%s+sLx

−xd. The Laplace transform inversion of Eq.sB2d with re-
spect top reads

ās+sx,z,s;rd = −
K̃1

sGs
+ FK̃1

eGsz

sGs

− K̃2
eGsz

s

sx − z̃dsx − z̃− Lxd
sLx/2d2 GHsx − z̃d

+ K̃1s1 − rdo
n=0

`

rneGssVz/Vxdxn

sGs
Hsz̃− xnd

+ o
n=1

`

rnHK̃1
eGsz

sGs

− K̃2
eGsz

s

sxn−1 − z̃dsxn − z̃d
sLx/2d2 JfHsz̃− xn−1d

− Hsz̃− xndg, sB3d

where, in accordance with Ref. 14, the expansionf1
−r expsVLxdg−1=on=0

` rnexpsnVLxd is used, and z̃

;sVx/Vzdz, K̃1,2;sVx/VzdK1,2. Equation sB3d includes
Laplace images of the three types: 1/ssGsd , eGsy/ ssGsd, and
eGsy/s. Their inversions read

Ls
−1H 1

sGs
J = −

Vz

3 o
j=1

3
ecjj

cj
, sB4d

where cj
3= iG3, so that c1=−iG , c2=si +Î3dG/2 ,

c3=si −Î3dG/2;

Ls
−1HeGsy

sGs
J = −

Vz

3 o
j=1

3
ecjj

cj
FsScj,

y

Vz
,jD , sB5d

which is expressed through the fundamental solutions21

Fssm,v,jd = e−mvo
n=0

`
smvdn

n ! s2nd!
gf2n + 1,msj − vdgHsj − vd,

sB6d

wheregsm,ud=e0
ue−ttm−1dt=umon=0

` s−udn fn! sn+mdg is the
incomplete gamma function of orderm of a complex variable
u sRef. 35d; and

FIG. 6. Overlap integral between the radial profiles of amplitude of the
incident lasersGaussiand and of the capillary hybrid eigenmodes EH1n.
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Ls
−1heGsy/sj = ÎpHsj − z/Vzd0F̃2s;1,1/2;izd, sB7d

expressed through the regularized generalized hypergeomet-
ric function35 of variable iz= isG3/4dsj−z/Vzd2z/Vz. Com-
bining expressionssB4d, sB5d, andsB7d in Eq. sB3d gives the
envelopes8ad of an up-going EMW. The amplitudes8bd of
the scattering EPW is derived in the similar fashion.

APPENDIX C: ASYMPTOTIC REFLECTIVE SOLUTION

The asymptotic can be found by applying the inversion
formula, ās+sx,z,sd=s2pid−1ec−i`

c+i`epxa%s+sx,p,sddp, to the ex-
pressionsB2d. The asymptotic behavior atz→` is deter-
mined by the singularities of the integrand atp=0, p=Gs,
and pn=Gs−n+sVx/Vzds2pni /Lxd with n integer and

n=−sVx/Vzdsln r /Lxd. ExpandingA% s+sx,p,sd in the vicinity
of the specific points shows that all the singularities atp
=Gs and p=pn give the contributionā1sx,z,sd~expsGszd.
Therefore,Ls

−1hā1j~Hsj−z/Vzd, and, for a pulse of finite
duration, jøct0, no contribution comes to the asymptotic
from these specific points as soon as the distancez from the
entrance plane exceedsVzct0 for 0 for a.p /2g. sActually,
the Laplace image singularities atp=Gs andp=pn determine
the entrance effect, i.e., the waves produced by the seed at
the entrance aperture amplified in the pump field in plasma;
these waves inevitably drop behind the laser pulse and their
effect therefore vanishes atz→`.d The contribution fromp
=0,

ās+sx,z→ `,sd ,
1

sGs
H1 −

s1 − rdexpfsVz/VxdGsxg
1 − r expfsVz/VxdGsLxg

J ,

sC1d

thus determines the long-term evolution of instability in
plasma, which is dominated by the lateral reflections of scat-
tered EMW. Neithers=cj swhere Gs=0d nor s=0 are the
singularities of the imagesC1d, so contributions to the
asymptotic originate from the singular pointssn only, which
are the solutions of the equationGsn

=nn fhere,nn=sVx/Vzd
3s−ln r +2pind /Lxg or sn

3+nnVzsn
2− iG3=0, wheren is inte-

ger. The fundamental specific points0 with the maximum
real part is the root of the cubic equations3+n0Vzs

2− iG3

=0 which, for arbitraryn0, admits quite a cumbersome ex-
plicit expression. We address to the physically interesting
limit of low leakage, i.e., n0,3G/Vz, or r .exp
s−3GLx/Vxd, which means that the scattered EMW gains
more energy between two reflections than loses due to leak-
age through the wall at one reflection. In this case the lateral
convection is mostly suppressed. Solution obtained via the
perturbation approach readss0<si +Î3dG/2−n0Vz/3. Con-
tribution to the asymptotic from that point is of the order of
es0j, which grows in time with an increment Res0. However,
the absolute value ofnn grows withn, so an evaluation has to
be done of the contribution from the pointssn with largen.
We again use the perturbation approach with the small pa-
rametermn=G/ sunnuVzd, that is,n.GLx/ s2pVxd, and find the
solutions sn

s1d<−nnVz− iGmn
2, sn

s2,3d< ±GÎ−ssignndmn. Ob-
viously, Resj !G for mn!1, so that contribution from these
points to the asymptotic is negligible compared to that from

the pointssn with n,GLx/ s2pVxd, which is of the order of
es0j. Expanding the imagesC1d in the vicinity of s=s0, we
arrive at the asymptotic valid forGj@1,

as+sx,jd ,
Vz

G
S1 − r

ln r
D i − Î3

6
expSs0j − ln r

x

Lx
D , sC2d

which represents the unstable solution as a quasi-1D expo-
nentially growing mode.
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